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Pre-Hunt Guide



If you have any questions about field 

care on any species of animal that you 

intend to have mounted, please call us at 

(844) WILDART  (844-945-3278). 

If you are going to be hunting away from 

home, please check with us before you 

leave and be sure and get our after-

hours number. If you have any questions 

or issues please call us.

Also please see our general field care 

flyer on the website at 

www.expressionsofwildlife.com

Better safe than sorry!

If you are hunting outside of the 

Continental United States please see our 

Pre-Hunt link on our website for 

information regarding, shipment and 

clearance of your trophies.  

www.expressionsofwildlife.com

ken@citizensportsman.com

(844) 945-3278

(850) 549-3497

http://www.expressionsofwildlife.com/


The quality of the finished mount is

usually a direct reflection of the care the

animal receives when collected. The

lower the quality of the skin, the lower

the quality of the end product. There are

some steps that you, the sportsman, can

take that will account for about 50% of

the quality of the finished mount.

With furbearers, be selective with shot

placement. Make it clean. When you

locate the animal, there are three critical

elements that you must remember:

time, moisture and heat. Any of these

elements alone or combined can create

disastrous conditions that can ruin a

good skin.

Field Care and 

Preparation



Do not wash the hair side of the

carcass down unnecessarily with

water, especially if the carcass is still

warm. Heat combined with moisture

creates an ideal environment for

bacteria to thrive. This is even more

threatening in gut-shot animals.

Bacteria born into this environment

begin producing destructive enzymes

that immediately begin attacking the

skin causing epidermal separation

known as slippage. In short, the hair

falls out in chunks.

Coolers- Regardless of what your

deer processor might think, bacteria

does not stop causing damage in the

cooler…it slows it down slightly, but it

does not stop. Two elements

present…moisture and time. If you

are not going to take it to the

taxidermist right away, freeze it but do

not let it hang in the cooler for several

days. The meat can hang but the

cape must come off and should come

off as soon as possible.



Skinning

For a shoulder mount, a good
rule of thumb is to provide us
with nearly half of the
hide…cut well behind the
shoulders. You should also
provide forward leg skin all
the way to the first joint below
the shoulder joint which is the
knee. One of the biggest
mistakes beyond short briskets
is short “arm pit” . Better to
give us more than we need
than not enough.



Cut an incision on the

back of the leg where

the inner and outer leg

hair comes together.

Cut around the knee.

Start at the knee joint and follow it to

the arm pit.

Knee Joint

Arm Pit



Make an incision behind the front

legs and around the body.

Connect the cut in the arm pit to

the body cut.



Skin the hide off of the legs and

continue down the armpit and the

brisket. This skin is very thin so

skin carefully.



Continue skinning off the

shoulders and down the neck to

the base of the skull.



Remove the head at the base of

the skull.



Caping
Many of us will hunt in other
locations across the country
this year, far from home where
caping an antlered or horned
animal may be a necessity for
the hunter in the field. The
following process is called the
short incision and can be
applied to many other antlered
or horned animal. It is a
method used by most
taxidermist. There are other
methods, however, this is the
most common.

Please check with us before
your hunt for additional
information.



Tools required:

Bone saw 

Skinning or paring knife

Scalpel (Size 14 to 20 works great)

Common (flat tip) screwdriver



Skinning at this point should be done

on a hard surface. You might want to

cover your surface with plastic or some

protective cover.



Skin as far as possible down the neck.

This gets tight sometimes, especially with

rutting bucks. Use a sharp knife and go

slow.

Usually deer are brought in with a lot of

neck meat in which we do not need…this

must be trimmed back in order to keep the

Y incision short…you will see this later.

(This is not applicable to larger animals

such as Moose and Elk…Long Incision will

be addressed later).

.



Use your bone

saw and cut off

the excess neck

as close to the

jaw as possible.

Be careful not to

cut into the skin

with the saw.



The pedicle is the boney

protrusion from the skull from

which the antler grows. The

upper V of your Y incision

extends from each of the

pedicles to a connecting point

at the back of the head.



The lower tail of the Y extends

from the base of the V to a point

at the bottom of the neck meat.

This is why the excess neck meat

had to be removed. The more

meat left, the longer the incision

must be to invert the head out of

the skin at this point.



Note:

With larger animals such as

Moose, Elk, Caribou and Sheep,

use the Long Incision. Bring the tail

of the “Y” all the way down the

back and well behind the

shoulders. All else is the essentially

the same as with short incision.



Next, use the flat tip screwdriver

or the scalpel or a combination

of both to remove the skin from

the entire length around the

pedicle. A hammer can be used

with the screw driver to “chisel”

the skin away from the bone.





Next, place on finger deep into

the ear to give the placement of

the knife bade a reference

point. Pull out on the skin and

cut through the ear canal until

the entire ear is completely

separated from the head.



Take it slow!



Skin down the jaw area and

proceed to the eyes. Place the

index finger in the eye socket

and push to the rear to identify

by feel the point in which to

insert your blade.



While pulling the skin away from

the skull and keeping tension,

carefully cut toward the skull and

through the tissues until you have

cut through the rear of the eye

skin.



Keeping the knife edge in contact

with the “bone” of the eye socket

while cutting, slowly move

foreword to the tear duct.. Keep

the blade against the bone. The

tear duct will have a depression in

the bone…keep pulling the skin

away from the skull with tight

tension while cutting.



Once the skin has been carved

from the tear duct area,

continue skinning down toward

the mouth and nose.



Same principle as with the eyes

applies. Use the index finger to

find the blade insertion point..



Again, using your finger as a

guide for your blade, very

carefully cut through the back

corner of the mouth under the

skin. Stay in contact with the jaw

bone while cutting all the way to

the front of the mouth on both

bottom and top. Remember to

keep tension by pulling the skin

away from the skull using the

non cutting hand.





Continue skinning the head

forward, knife in contact with

the skull until you reach the

nose. Where the nose cartilage

begins, cut downward into the

cartilage, again maintaining

bone contact until the edge of

the upper pallet is met.

Continue until upper skin falls

away from the skull. Next pull

down on the lower lip and cut

through inner lip skin until lower

skin is separated.





Success!!!

At this point you can either 

A) flesh off red meat and fat and 

then salt heavily 8-12 hours 

then re-salt 24 hours and dry.

B) FREEZE (preferred) If you can 

not freeze immediately you 

must keep the cape very cold 

and as dry as possible…12-24 

hours max. Even then there 

are variables working against 

you. Call us immediately at 

(844) WILDART for 

instructions.



To remove the skull plate from the

skull:

Using your bone saw, cut downward

into the skull at a point between the

back of the eye sockets and the

pedicle. The depth of the cut should

be approximately 3 to 4 inches.



Next, position the head on the

nose as shown. Cut down

toward the base of the previous

cut from a point approximately 3

to 4 inches from back of the

pedicle on the back of the head.



At this time clean any  excess tissue, 

rinse off  and let the skull plate dry. 

Horns

For horned animals such as Pronghorn 

Antelope, Goat or Sheep…if it is 

possible to keep the horns cold until 

you can get them to the taxidermists it  

is much better. If not kept cold  or moist 

during travel it can make the process of 

removing horn from core much more 

difficult. Again this only applies to 

horned animals…not antlered animals.



European Mounts

If you are bringing us a skull for 

European mounts, please freeze or 

keep the head wrapped and on ice.  

PLEASE DO NOT bring us a head that 

has been in the back of your truck or 

behind your house decaying for several 

days. If you must, please call ahead so 

we can proved you instructions on what 

to do and so that we can be prepared to 

receive.




